Abstract This article is devoted to explaining why decision makers choose salient equilibria or focal points in pure coordination games -games in which players have identical preferences over the set of possible outcomes. Focal points, even when they arise as framing effects based on the labelling of options, are intuitively obvious choices, and experimental evidence shows that decision makers often coordinate successfully by choosing them. In response to arguments that focusing is not rationally justified, a psychological explanation and a conditional justification is offered in terms of a form of reasoning called the Stackelberg heuristic that has been used to explain the selection of payoff-dominant (Pareto-optimal) equilibria in common-interest games. Pure coordination games, if appropriately modelled, are shown to be reducible to common-interest games with payoffdominant equilibria, and it is argued that focusing can therefore be explained by the Stackelberg heuristic.
INTRODUCTION
The aim of this article is to suggest a new explanation for the phenomenon of focal point selection, or what I shall call focusing, in pure coordination games. The defining property of a pure coordination game is complete agreement among players' utility functions. In such a game, the players have identical preferences over the set of possible outcomes, so that their interests are not in conflict: the players are motivated solely to coordinate their strategies in order to obtain an outcome that is best for both (or all) of them. A simple (2 x 2) example, involving the minimum of two players, each with the minimum of two strategies, is the following game, called Heads or Tails. Two people are invited to choose heads or tails simultaneously or (what amounts to the same thing) independently, knowing that if they both choose heads or both tails, then each will receive a payoff of one unit of utility, otherwise their payoffs will be zero (see Figure 1 ). It is in each player's interest to try to anticipate the choices of the other player in order to obtain a mutually beneficial outcome, and each player knows that the other is similarly motivated. If communication between the players is impossible, as it often is in naturally occurring pure coordination games, then subtle and interesting psychological problems arise, and the outcome may depend on the level of strategic intuition of the players, From an abstract, mathematical point of view, there seems to be nothing to choose between heads and tails, and a rational player may as well choose arbitrarily, with a probability of successful coordination of X. But suppose that both players perceive heads to be more prominent, conspicuous, noticeable, or in some sense 'obvious' than tails, and suppose further that each believes that the other is also likely to have noticed this asymmetry in the game. Surely in that case rational players will unhesitatingly choose heads, and the probability of successful coordination will be greater than Y,? If one outcome or combination of strategies in a pure coordination game is uniquely salient, then it is said to constitute a focal point. Two questions then arise. First, why in practice do players tend to choose the focal point? Second, is it rational for players to choose it? In this article I offer a new psychological explanation of focusing and a conditional justification of it based on recent developments in game theory.
It turns out to be no simple matter to justify focusing on rational grounds, and some of those who have examined the question have concluded that focusing is not something that is to be expected of rational players. The difficulty in providing a rational justification for focusing in pure coordination games is called the problem of coordination (Gauthier 1975) . Some problems are difficult to understand because of their complexity; this problem is difficult partly because of its very simplicity. Intuitively, a focal point is often such a natural and obvious choice that even a child can see it; and for this reason it seems surprising that focusing should raise difficulties for rational choice theory and game theory. The problem is both real and difficult, however, and it has attracted increasing attention from game theorists and experimental researchers in recent years (e.g. Bacharach 1993; Colman 1995: 33-40; Crawford and HaIler 1990; Farrell 1987 Farrell , 1988 FarreIl and Gibbons 1989; Gauthier 1975; Gilbert 1989 Gilbert , 1990 Heal 1978; Mehta et al. 1994a Mehta et al. , 1994b Sugden 1991 Sugden , 1993 Sugden , 1995a Sugden , 1995b Young 1993) .
The discussion that follows begins in section 2 with some preliminary comments and definitions of pure coordination games in general and matching games in particular. Next, in section 3, I summarize the experimental evidence regarding focusing and discuss it in the light of the literature on framing effects. In section 4 I outline the standard game-theoretic assumptions regarding players' rationality and information states during the game. In section 5 I discuss the problem of explaining or justifying salience as a criterion of choice in games with and without payoff-dominant equilibria, and in section 6 I argue that if pure coordination games are modelled appropriately, then the problem of salience reduces to the problem of payoff dominance. In section 7 I outline a possible solution to the problem of payoff dominance in terms of the Stackelberg heuristic, and finally in section 8 I draw the threads together, return to the problem of coordination, and comment briefly on whether the payoff-dominance principle and the Stackelberg heuristic are rationally justified.
PURE COORDINATION AND MATCHING GAMES
It will be useful at this point to draw attention to a potential source of terminological confusion. In recent years, a number of authors (e.g. Cooper et al. 1990 Cooper et al. , 1992a Cooper et al. , 1992b Van Huyck et al. 1990 ) have begun to use the term coordination game to denote any game exhibiting multiple Nash equilibria that are Pareto-rankable, including games in which the players do not have identical preferences over the set of outcomes. In this article, the term pure coordination game will be reserved for any game in which the players have identical preferences and thus receive identical payoffs in every outcome of the game.
Pure coordination games often have more than one Nash eqUilibrium, but although the players' payoffs in each particular outcome are the same, they need not necessarily be invariant across equilibria, as they happen to be in the case of Heads or Tails (Figure 1) . In other words, in some pure coordination games, the players jointly and severally prefer some Nash equilibria to some others, and the equilibria are therefore Pareto-rankable. In the terminology of this article, therefore, pure coordination games form a proper subset of the set of coordination games studied by Cooper et al. (1990 Cooper et al. ( , 1992a Cooper et al. ( , 1992b and Van Huyck et al. (1990) .
Heads or Tails is an example of an important class of pure coordination games called matching games (Bacharach 1993; Bacharach and Bernasconi in press; Colman and Bacharach in press; Sugden 1995a) or unanimity games (Kalai and Samet 1985) , defined by the following properties: (a) there are two players with identical strategy sets and preferences over outcomes, and (b) the payoffs are positive along the main diagonal of the payoff matrix, that IS, where the players choose the same strategy, and zero elsewhere.
Formally, a finite two-person matching game is a square matrix A with m rows and m columns, the matrix elements being ordered pairs (v, w) , such that, for any particular row i and columnj, i = j ~ v > 0 and w > 0,
The matrix A is what I shall call a raw payoff matrix -the reason for the qualifier 'raw' will become clear in section 6. The m rows of A correspond to elements of a set M from which Player I chooses a single element i, the m columns correspond to the same set from which Player 11 chooses a single elementj, and the ordered pairs (v, w) are the payoffs to Player I and Player 11 respectively. I have defined matching games for the two-person case, but the definition generalizes straightforwardly to mUlti-person games. Matching games may be thought of as games in which both (or all) players are rewarded for performing some operation on the same element of a specified set M of elements. These games expose the problem of coordination in its clearest and simplest form.
Before Schelling's (1960) 'reorientation of game theory', pure coordination games were generally considered to fall outside the ambit of the theory, or at least to be uninteresting and unproblematical. Luce and Raiffa (1957) , for example, claimed in their influential monograph Games and Decisions that any group of decision makers 'which can be thought of as having a unitary interest motivating its decisions can be treated as an individual in the theory' (p. 13); that if the players have the same preferences over the outcomes 'then everything is trivial' (p. 59); and that 'certainly in the extreme case where there is perfect agreement the analysis is trivial ' (p. 88) . In spite of these and similar discouraging remarks from early commentators, pure coordination games have attracted increasing attention from game theorists and experimental researchers in recent years (e.g. Anderlini 1995; Bacharach 1993; Bacharach and Bemasconi in press; Bicchieri 1993; Colman 1995: 33-40; Colman and Bacharach in press; Crawford and HaIler 1990; Gauthier 1975; Gilbert 1989 Gilbert , 1990 Heal 1978; Janssen 1993; Mehta et al. 1 994a, 1994b; Sugden 1991 Sugden , 1995a Young 1993) .
FOCUSING AND FRAMING
In an informal empirical investigation of choices in the game of Heads or Tails, Schelling (1960, ch. 3) found that 86 per cent of his American subjects chose heads. Mehta et al. (1994a Mehta et al. ( , 1994b replicated this finding in England, where an almost identical 87 per cent of subjects chose heads. According to Schelling, what enables a majority of people to focus on heads is a culturally established 'conventional priority, similar to the convention that dictates A, B, C, though not nearly so strong' (p. 64) of heads over tails. Three further pure coordination games investigated by these researchers are worth summarizing briefly. Schelling (1960, ch. 3) invited members of small groups to write down any amount of money, imagining that if everyone wrote down the same amount, then they would each receive that amount as a prize, otherwise no one would receive anything. This is a multi-person matching game with a countably infinite strategy set available to each player. Schelling found that 30 per cent of his subjects succeeded in focusing on I million dollars (the modal choice), and 93 per cent chose a 'round sum' that was a power of 10. Mehta et al. (1994a Mehta et al. ( , 1994b ) investigated a slightly different game in which English subjects were asked simply to 'write down any positive number' with the aim of choosing the same number as their partners, without the stipulation that the numbers represented prize values. The modal choice was 1 (chosen by 29 per cent), and the second favourite was ID (chosen by 19 per cent).
In another informal experiment, Schelling (1960, ch. 3) presented subjects with the following hypothetical dilemma: a pair of strangers are given the opportunity to meet in New York at a particular time, but no specific meeting place is designated. They both want to keep the appointment, but they cannot get in touch with each other before the appointed time, and their problem is to choose a good place where they may succeed in meeting. Schelling's subjects had to recommend a suitable location where the pair might meet up. This is a fuzzy two-person matching game with an indefinitely large strategy set available to each player, but more than 50 per cent of the subjects, who were students in New Haven, Connecticut, managed none the less to focus on the information booth at New York's Grand Central Station. In Mehta et al. 's (I 994a, 1994b) British replication, based on London rather than New York, the modal choice was Trafalgar Square (38 per cent).
Finally, Schelling (1960, ch. 3) invited subjects who had already attempted the previous game to imagine that the pair had been told the place and date but not the time of the meeting. The subjects were asked to choose a suitable time to within a minute. This is another two-person matching game, each player's strategy set consisting of exactly 1,440 strategies (because there are 60 minutes in an hour and 24 hours in a day, and 60 x 24 = 1440), yet virtually all of the subjects chose 12 noon. Mehta et al. (1994a, I 994b ) , using a slightly different pure coordination game, also found the modal choice to be 12 noon, fol1owed by 12 midnight.
What is striking about these findings is the apparent efficiency with which human decision makers manage to focus on salient Nash equilibria, sometimes against enormous mathematical odds. The fact that 86 or 87 per cent of subjects playing Heads or Tails chose heads, and hence that about threequarters (0.86 x 0.86 = 0.74) would have coordinated, is remarkable; the fact that a substantial proportion of subjects succeeded in focusing on a time and place to meet in a large city, despite the dauntingly vast number of options, is almost breathtaking and certainly in need of explanation.
Successful coordination in the examples discussed above depends, of course, on the fact that the decision makers share not only basic cognitive structures and dispositions but also a common body of background knowledge and information that leads them to interpret the problems in similar ways. This insight can be traced back at least two and a half centuries to David Hume's (1739-40, bk. Ill, part 11, sect. Ill) discussion of a mouth-watering coordination problem involving a German, a Frenchman, and a Spaniard who come across three bottles of wine, namely Rhenish, Burgundy, and port, and face the problem of how to share the bottles fairly among themselves. Of all the twenty-seven possible ways of assigning three bottles to three people, or the six possible permutations assuming that each person gets exactly one bottle, Hume pointed out that the salient and unique solution to avoid a quarrel would be to 'give every one the product of his own country' (p. 51On). This focal-point solution emerges from the interpretation (or description) of the game, or what has been called the common language shared by the players (Crawford and Haller 1990) . If the problem is considered in the abstract -how to identify a salient permutation of three objects -there is clearly no unique solution. Crawford and Haller pointed out that removal of the players' common language, including the culturally determined labels of the strategies, would have the effect of filtering out salient Nash equilibria and would make focusing impossible.
When confronted with any problem of choice, a human decision maker inevitably interprets it in a particular way, and the nature of the interpretation can, in some circumstances, play a part in determining the ensuing choice. The effects of such variations in the interpretations or descriptions of problems are calledfrarning effects, because they are mediated by the decision maker's interpretive frame of reference (Bell et al. 1988; Colman 1995: 94-6, 154-60,224-5; Fischhoff 1983; Tversky 1982a, 1984; Slovic et al. 1982; Tversky and Kahneman 1981 , 1988 . In a pure coordination game, the salience of a Nash equilibrium may arise either from a mathematical property of the game -for example, one of the Nash equilibria may yield higher payoffs than any other -or from the way the players frame the game. If the salience arises as a framing effect, as in Hume's problem of the three wines, or most of the experimental games discussed in this section, then it is a property of the game that is lost in translation when the game is formulated as a mathematical model in the conventional way; in fact, in conventional game theory, games that differ only in the labelling of their strategies are regarded as isomorphic (Harsanyi and Selten 1988: 70-4) . In variable-frame theory, however, salience is formally modelled even when it is a framing effect (see section 6 below).
The concept of a focal point was introduced by Schelling (1960: 57) , who defined it as a strategy combination or outcome with properties of 'prominence or conspicuousness' . Lewis (1969) introduced the term salience, which he defined, first, as the property of an outcome that 'stands out from the rest by its uniqueness in some conspicuous respect' and, second, as being 'unique in some way that the subjects will notice, expect each other to notice. and so on' (p. 35). The first of Lewis's definitions implies that there can be only one salient outcome of a game, whereas his second definition is significantly weaker in as much as it allows the possibility of multiple salient outcomes. In this article I shall adopt the weak definition and assume that a salient outcome need not necessarily be unique. Indeed, in the case of a 2 x 2 matching game, a unique salient outcome is a logical impossibility, because if one strategy has a property that makes it salient, then the other necessarily lacks that property and must ipso facto be salient also. I shall follow Bacharach's (1993) variable-universe or variable-frame theory (see also Bacharach and Bemasconi in press) in considering the salience of a strategy combination or outcome to be a variable, the degree of salience depending on how rare and how noticeable its attributes are in the player's interpretive frame.
RATIONALITY AND INFORMATION ASSUMPTIONS
Because I am seeking to provide an explanation for coordination, I must be clear about what assumptions are to be made about the nature of the players' rationality and knowledge when thinking about the game. The standard gametheoretic rationality and knowledge assumptions are called common knowLedge of rationality or CKR. They are based on the more general concept of common knowLedge, which was introduced into the literature of game theory by Lewis (1969: 52-68) and subsequently formalized by Aumann (1976) . A proposition is common knowledge among a set of players if every player knows it to be true, knows that the other players know it to be true, knows that the other players know that the other players know it to be true, and so on. On this basis, CKR consists of the following pair of assumptions (see, e.g. Sugden 1991: 765):
CKRl. The specification of the game, including the rules, the players' strategy sets, and the payoff functions, and every proposition that can be proved about the game by logical reasoning, are common knowledge in the game.
CKR2. The players are rational in the sense of expected utility (SEU) theory, that is, they always seek to maximize their own individual expected utilities, and this is common knowledge in the game.
An immediate logical implication of these assumptions is the transparency of reason (Bacharach 1987) , an important characteristic of game-theoretic reasoning according to which, if one of the players deduces something about the game on the basis of CKR, then the fact that the player has deduced it, and the deduction itself, are necessarily common knowledge in the game. The methodology of game theory generally rests on the postulates of SEU, in spite of the recent emergence of alternative non-SEU models of decision making under uncertainty, notably the theory of probabilistic sophistication (Machina 1982a (Machina , 1982b and regret theory (Bell 1982; Loomes and Sugden 1982, 1986) . As pointed out by Machina (1991) , these non-SEU theories are unlikely to be widely adopted unless they are shown to provide a better fit than the SEU postulates to existing empirical data and to be capable of yielding theoretical models approximating the elegance and power of SEU-based models. In the field of game theory, it is clear that neither of these goals has been achieved, and the standard SEU postulates are therefore generally preferred.
In the light of SEU and CKR, it is clear from von Neumann and Morgenstern's (1944: section 17.3.3) indirect argument that, in a pure coordination game (or any other game), if there is a unique solution, then it must be a Nash equilibrium. For a two-person game, the gist of the argument, informally expressed, is as follows (and it generalizes straightforwardly to multi-person games). A Nash equilibrium is a strategy combination in which each strategy is a utility-maximizing best reply to the other. Rational players can discover each other's thinking about the game through the transparency of reason, and they are rational in the sense of expected utility theory. Therefore, if CKR leads Player I to choose Strategy X and Player II Strategy Y, and if X and Yare uniquely mandated by rationality, then X and Y must be best replies to each other, because each player knows the other's intended strategy and, being a utility-maximizer, necessarily chooses the best reply to it. Therefore, because X and Y are best replies to each other, they constitute a Nash equilibrium by definition.
In a pure coordination game, or indeed in any game except a strictly competitive (two-person, zero-sum) game, the indirect argument could not on its own provide a method of finding the unique solution, even if there were one, because there would in general be multiple Nash equilibria, and if the players chose strategies corresponding to different equilibria, then the outcome might not be an equilibrium at all. It is clear from the indirect argument, however, that rational players will never deliberately choose strategies that are out of equilibrium, so we may at least confine our attention to the equilibria. As Schelling (1960) was the first to show, informal analysis of the equilibria in pure coordination games often reveals salient outcomes or focal points, and empirical observations have confirmed that human decision makers often manage to focus on a salient Nash equilibrium even if, as in Heads or Tails and some of the other games that were discussed in section 3, it does not offer a better payoff to the players than any other.
IS FOCUSING A RATIONAL PROCESS?
In spite of empirical evidence discussed in section 3. which shows that people often succeed in solving pure coordination games by focusing on salient Nash equilibria even when the mathematical odds seem unfavourable, Gilbert (1989 Gilbert ( , 1990 developed an argument that apparently showed, to her own surprise. that successful coordination cannot be the result of rational decisions by the players: 'If human beings are -happily -guided by salience, it appears that this is not a consequence of their rationality ' (1989: 61) . She argued specifically that:
mere salience is not enough to provide rational agents with a reason for action (though it would obviously be nice, from the point of view of rational agency, if it did). We may grant that salience is the only thing that could provide a reason here. We must conclude, however, that it fails to do so.
(1989: 69, Gilbert's emphasis)
Gilbert's argument is disarmingly simple. In the game of Heads or Tails, suppose that both players recognize the outcome HH to be the unique focal point of the game, and both players know that their co-player recognizes it also, perhaps (to make the argument fully transparent) because they discussed the game before playing it and agreed that HH is uniquely salient. It turns out that CKR provides the players with no reason to choose strategies corresponding to this salient outcome. According to CKR2. the players will seek to maximize their own individual expected utilities. but choosing heads maximizes expected utility only if the other player also chooses it. It would certainly be rational for Player I to choose heads if there were a reason to expect Player 11 to choose heads, but according to CKR2 Player 11 would have a reason to choose it only if there were a reason to expect Player I to choose it, and this line of reasoning draws both players into an infinite regress that offers neither of them any valid basis for rational choice.
What is worse, in this and all other pure coordination games, rationality appears to be self-defeating, to borrow a term from Parfit' s (1979 Parfit' s ( , 1984 . 1) discussion of a different though related family of games. Rationality is selfdefeating because if Player I knew that Player 11 had a propensity to choose salient Nash equilibria even in the absence of any rational justification, which would mean that Player II was irrational according to the CKR assumptions, then this fact in conjunction with CKR2 would provide Player I with a rational justification for also choosing the salient Nash equilibrium, and coordination would be achieved without difficulty, to the mutual benefit of the players. The major conclusion that focusing in pure coordination games cannot be justified in terms of the standard rationality assumptions is widely accepted in the literature of game theory (e.g. Bicchieri 1993: 67-72; Lewis 1969: 35-7; Schiffer 1972: 145-7; Sugden 1991: 774-8; Ullman-Margalit 1977: 112) .
In the game of Heads or Tails, the salience of one of the outcomes arises as a framing effect and not as an inherent mathematical property of the game. In pure coordination games in which salience is intrinsic to the game's mathematical structure, the argument that it provides no rational justification for focusing apparently holds good and seems even more paradoxical. This applies to games involving payoff dominance, such as the simple 2 x 2 game shown in Figure 2 , which is a modified form of Heads or Tails in which the players both prefer the HH Nash equilibrium, which yields payoffs of (2, 2), to the other IT equilibrium, which yields payoffs of (1, 1). There is also a mixed-strategy equilibrium, with each player assigning a probability of X to heads and 2:3 to tails, but it yields even lower payoffs of (2:3, 2:3). The HH equilibrium is said to payoff-dominate the IT equilibrium, because each player receives a higher payoff if the outcome is HH than if it is IT; in other words, HH is the Pareto-dominant Nash equilibrium. If e and f are any two Nash equilibria in a game, then e (strongly) payoff-dominates f if it yields a better payoff thanfto both (or every) player. The payoff-dominance principle is the assumption that, in any game, if one equilibrium point e payoffdominates all others, then rational players will play their parts in e. Harsanyi and Selten's (1988) general theory of equilibrium selection in games is based on this assumption, and most game theorists have accepted its intuitive force (e.g. Bacharach 1993; Cooper et al. 1990 Cooper et al. , 1992a Cooper et al. , 1992b Crawford and HaIler 1990; FarreIl 1987 FarreIl , 1988 Gauthier 1975; Lewis 1969; Sugden 1995a) . But, perhaps surprisingly, a modified version of Gilbert's (1989 Gilbert's ( , 1990 ) argument appears to show that the payoff-dominance principle, though intuitively compelling, is without rational justification. In the game shown in Figure 2 , for example, it seems obvious that rational players will choose the HH equilibrium. But Player I has no reason to choose heads in the absence of any ground for believing that Player 11 will choose heads, because if Player 11 were to choose tails, then Player I would do better by also choosing tails. Is there any ground for believing that Player 11 will choose heads? Apparently not; Player 11 is in exactly the same position as Player I, lacking any reason to choose heads in the absence of a ground for believing that Player I will choose heads, and we are back in the same infinite regress as before, without any reason for choosing the payoff-dominant HH Nash equilibrium in spite of its intuitive appeal. The payoff-dominance principle is clearly in need of some form of justification, and this problem will be addressed in sections 7 and 8. First, though, I must demonstrate an important logical connection between the problem of coordination and the problem of rationalizing the payoff-dominance principle.
REDUCING PURE COORDINATION TO PAYOFF-DOMINANCE
The following Blue Marble game (based on a generalization of a game in Bacharach and Bemasconi 1994) models any matching game that possesses just a single focal point. It will provide a vivid and unambiguous prototype of the problem of coordination. Two players are shown m + 1 marbles, m of which are white and 1 blue. Each player chooses one of the marbles without knowledge of the other player's choice. If both choose the same marble, then each receives a payoff of one unit of utility; if they choose different marbles, then each receives a payoff of zero. If both players choose a white marble, it is assumed that there is some way of deciding whether they have chosen the same marble, but the white marbles are indistinguishable to the players themselves when the game is being played, and m is large.
Intuition suggests strongly that rational agents playing the Blue Marble game would focus on the blue marble, although it is not immediately obvious why this is so. Before explaining in section 7 what I believe to be the reason, I shall first show that the problem of coordination in the Blue Marble game, and therefore in pure coordination games in general, can be boiled down to the problem of explaining and justifying the payoff-dominance principle.
The raw payoff matrix of the Blue Marble game is an (m + 1) x (m + 1) square matrix A, in which each row and each column corresponds to one of the marbles that may be selected. But this cannot be a correct specification of the strategic form of the game, because the players do not have the capacity to choose from among m + 1 strategies. The white marbles are assumed to be indistinguishable to the players, so there are really only three ways of acting that are discriminable by them:
B: choose the blue marble; Wr: pick a white marble at random; M r : pick a marble at random.
(Whether or not a human decision maker is capable of picking at random without the aid of a randomizing device could be debated; I shall assume here that a player can choose arbitrarily and that arbitrary choices are at least quasirandom.) The strategic payoff matrix of this game is shown in Figure 3 . There are three pure-strategy Nash equilibria in this game -BB, Wr W r , and M.M r -of which BB yields the highest expected payoff to both players and Wr Wr the next highest. Ifboth players choose B, then they coordinate with certainty; if they both choose one of the other pure strategies, then they coordinate with probability 0 < p < 1. Both players achieve a higher expected payoff by choosing BB than any other combination of strategies, pure or mixed. It is clear in the strategic payoff matrix shown in Figure 3 that BB is the unique payoff-dominant Nash equilibrium of the Blue Marble game. If there is a rational justification for choosing the payoff-dominant Nash equilibrium in a game of this type, then it must also be rational justification for focusing on the salient strategy combination. I shall now show that the Blue Marble game may be viewed as a template for matching games in general.
Consider a modification of the Blue Marble game, differing from it only in that all m + 1 marbles are white and none is blue; I shall call this the White Marble game. Player I and Player II once again try to coordinate by choosing the same marble, but now they do not have an obvious focal point determined by colour to guide them. If the m + 1 marbles are truly indistinguishable, then there is nothing for it but for each player to pick a marble at random, and each player's (invariant) expected payoff is l/(m + 1). But suppose we modify the designation of the game by supposing that one of the marbles has some unspecified mark or imperfection that the players mayor may not notice. If one of the players notices the salient marble, then that player may then assign a subjective probability to the event of the other player also noticing it. If both players are certain that their co-player has noticed the salient marble, then both subjective probabilities equate to unity, and if the players focus on the salient Nash equilibrium they achieve successful focal-point coordination. In that case, the White Marble game is isomorphic with the Blue Marble game, and a rational justification for focusing would follow as a corollary of any rational justification of the payoff-dominance principle. In variable-frame theory (Bacharach 1993; Bacharach and Bemasconi in press), a player's awareness of a salient attribute is a stochastic variable and, having noticed it, a player assigns a subjective probability to the event of the other player noticing it also. If both players in the White Marble game notice the salient marble -if the mark or imperfection belongs to both players' interpretive frames -and each player assigns a probability of 0 < P < I to the event of the other player noticing it, then a focal point exists and the players' expected utilities are higher if they play their parts in it than if they do not. The focal point is therefore still a payoff-dominant Nash equilibrium in the strategic payoff matrix, properly specified, which implies that its selection would be rationally justified by any justification of the payoff dominance principle. Finally, if there are two or more salient options, and if both players notice them and judge the probabilities that their co-players have noticed them to be non-zero, then if both players choose strategies that involve picking one of the salient options at random, the outcome is once again a payoff-dominant Nash equilibrium and essentially the same argument applies.
THE STACKELBERG HEURISTIC
It is unexpectedly difficult to provide a convincing explanation for the payoffdominance principle. What accounts for the powerful intuition that rational players are bound to choose the payoff-dominant HH Nash equilibrium in the maximally simple matching game shown in Figure 2 ? Suggestions have relied either on repeated plays of the game (e.g. Aumann and Sorin 1989; Crawford and Hailer 1990) ; 'cheap talk' in the form of costless pre-pJay communication between the players (e.g. Anderlini 1995; Farrell 1987 Farrell , 1988 Farrell and Gibbons 1989; Kalai and Samet 1985; Matthews 1989; Matthews and Postlewaite 1989) ; or some form of team thinking or collective rationality that relies on something other than the standard CKR assumptions of game theory (Hurley 1991; Janssen 1993; Sugden 1993 Sugden , 1995a . All of these suggestions involve radical departures from the standard rationality/information assumptions of game theory or the rules of the game. Colman and Bacharach (in press) have recently put forward an explanation in terms of what they call the Stackelberg heuristic, which relies on a less drastic departure from the standard game-theoretic assumptions. It provides a psychological explanation of payoff-dominance, by which I mean an elucidation of the intuitive appeal of payoff dominant Nash equilibria and an answer to the question of why human decision makers tend to choose them in practice. In addition, it provides a conditional justification for the principle of payoff dominance in pure coordination games and other games of common interests (Aumann and Sorin 1989 ), but it is not always applicable in other classes of games.
The Stackelberg heuristic is an extension of an idea first suggested by von Neumann and Morgenstern (1944: section 14.4.1: 100-4) to justify the selection of maximin strategies in strictly competitive games. The key assumption is that players reason by using a type of simulation heuristic (Kahneman and Tversky 1982b) . Player i uses the heuristic by choosing a utility-maximizing strategy on the assumption that any strategy choice will be met by a counterstrategy that maximizes Player j's utility, as if Player j were choosing second in a perfect-information game with foreknowledge of Player i's choice. Player i assumes that Player j can anticipate Player i's thinking about the game as if choosing second, rather than simultaneously with Player i. This implies that for every strategy Si in Player i's strategy set S, Player j will respond with a strategy !such that!(si) is a best reply of Player j to Si' so that If we accept a slightly strengthened version of the transparency of reason assumption, namely that any conclusion reached by Player i about what strategy to choose will be anticipated by Player j, then Player i expects this to happen and chooses a utility-maximizing strategy based on the assumption thatj's response will invariably be a best reply!(si). In other words, Player i chooses a counterstrategy for which maxi Bi(Si' f(si) ) is attained. The strengthening of the transparency of reason involves its extension to embrace forms of reasoning that do not flow automatically from standard rationality assumptions. The modified assumption is that, if Player i reaches a conclusion about a strategy choice through a form of reasoning other than strictly logical deduction, for example by the use of a simulation heuristic, then the conclusion will be known to Player j and will in fact be common knowledge in the game. It can then be proved that players always focus on payoffdominant Nash equilibria in pure coordination games, and indeed in all games of common interests (Colman and Bacharach in press) .
According to the Stackelberg heuristic, in the matching game shown in Figure 2 , Player I will run the following simulation. Imagine that Player I were to choose first, and Player 11 were to choose second with foreknowledge of Player I's choice. If the rules of the game allowed such sequential choosing, then Player 11, being rational, would choose a best-reply metastrategy, namely heads if Player I chose heads and tails if Player I chose tails. Player I would receive a higher payoff in the first case than the second. Therefore, back in the real game, Player I acts as if playing the sequential version and chooses what would be the utility-maximizing strategy if Player 11 were to respond to any choice with a best reply, so Player I chooses heads. Player I's thinking is transparent to Player 11, so Player 11 anticipates Player I's choice of heads and also chooses heads, which is the best reply. The players therefore focus successfully on the payoff-dominant BB Nash equilibrium. The same conclusion is reached if the mirror-image simulation is run with Player 11 choosing first. Colman and Bacharach (in press) proved that this form of reasoning leads inexorably to the payoff-dominant outcome in any pure coordination game that possesses one.
The Stackelberg heuristic seems a common-sense way of choosing a strategy in a pure coordination game. It is not unreasonable for a player to predict what strategies the other player is likely to choose, and then to choose the optimal strategy in the light of these predictions and the assumption that the other player will think along similar lines so that the conclusion will be common knowledge. This type of heuristic thinking seems especially justifiable when there is no other obvious basis on which to choose. In matching games and other pure coordination games, it is not clear that there is a better method of choice than the Stackelberg heuristic. Salient Nash equilibria or focal points are intuitively compelling in such games, and the Stackelberg heuristic provides an explanation for this otherwise mysterious psychological phenomenon. In addition to this, there is, in fact, some experimental evidence showing a strong bias towards the strategies prescribed by the Stackelberg heuristic in a variety of two-person games. In an experiment in which 100 subjects made one-off choices in all 12 strategically nonequivalent symmetric 2 x 2 games, nine of which are Stackelberg-soluble and three non-Stackelberg-soluble, Col man and Stirk (in press) found an overwhelming preponderance (between 78 and 98 per cent) of Stackelberg strategies in the Stackelberg-soluble games and variable choices in the other games. These findings are consistent with the assumption that human decision makers do tend to use the Stackelberg heuristic in choosing their strategies.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Any pure coordination game, and in particular any non-degenerate matching game, provided that it is modelled appropriately with what I have called its strategic rather than its raw payoff matrix, is essentially a game with a payoffdominant Nash equilibrium. I have shown that this interpretation is valid not only for games with payoff-dominant focal points in their raw payoff matrices, but also to games whose focal points are invisible in their basic mathematical structures and emerge only from culturally determined framing effects. It follows that the Stackelberg heuristic provides a psychological explanation for focusing in pure coordination games, because it has been shown to explain the payoff-dominance principle -the selection of payoffdominant Nash equilibria in games of common interests, including pure coordination games. In view of the generally acknowledged fact that human rationality is bounded, a psychological explanation can potentially contribute to our understanding of economic behaviour by explaining how decision makers think and act. This is so whether or not the form of reasoning that underlies it conforms strictly to the conventional postulates of rationality. From a methodological point of view, a rigid adherence to an a priori definition of rationality is unlikely to provide a realistic account of human decision making, because other interpretations of rationality are possible, even if we accept the premise that most people are rational most of the time.
As a psychological explanation, the Stackelberg heuristic elucidates the intuiti ve appeal of focal points in pure coordination games and their selection by experimental subjects, but whether or not it provides a rational justification for focal point selection and thereby solves the problem of coordination is a separate issue.
Underlying the Stackelberg heuristic is an assumption that if a player reaches any conclusion about an optimal strategy, whether or not that conclusion is derived logically from the CKR assumptions, the conclusion will be known by the other(s) and will, in fact, be common knowledge in the game. This assumption is based partly on the same basic hypothesis that underpins the transparency of reason, namely that human decision makers tend to be like-minded, and know that they are, and partly on the symmetry of the joint dilemma in which they find themselves (Davis 1977 (Davis , 1985 . It is, in effect, a psychological counterpart of the purely logical transparency of reason.
From a methodological point of view, a rational justification of the payoff dominance principle and the Stackelberg heuristic, and therefore of the approach to the solution of the problem of coordination proposed in this article, depends not only on the validity of that assumption, but also on the validity of evidential decision theory. The motivation behind evidential decision theory is briefly as follows (Eells 1985; Jeffrey 1983; Nozick 1969 Nozick , 1993 . Suppose that A \' ... , Am are actions available to an agent or player, and S \' ... , Sn are states of the world or outcomes, such that the agent does not know which of them obtains. According to classical expected utility theory, based on Savage's (1954 Savage's ( , 1972 postulates, the expected utility Eu(A) of action Ai for the agent is the sum of the utilities u(Ai' S) for the agent of the outcomes (Ai' S) in all n possible states of the world Sj' weighted by the agent's subjective probabilities p(S) of the states:
The assumption is that a rational agent will choose so as to maximize Eu(A) in Equation 1. But this classical approach is clearly irrational in decisions involving states or outcomes that are not necessarily stochastically independent of actions. For example, an agent may prefer smoking cigarettes to abstaining from smoking in a state of the world involving an early and painful death from lung cancer and in a state involving a long life and a painless death. Reasoning that lung cancer either will or will not develop, and that in either case smoking is preferable, so that smoking is a dominant strategy, the agent may therefore decide that maximizing Eu(AJ in Equation 1 mandates smoking irrespective of the probability of developing lung cancer. But the reasoning is fallacious if the outcomes are not act-independent if smoking is likely to bring about lung cancer.
When outcomes are not act-independent, an alternative principle of choice is the principle of evidential expected utility (Eells 1985; Jeffrey 1983; Nozick 1969 Nozick ,1993 causes the dominance argument to collapse, and with reasonable parameters the (evidential) expected utility of abstaining from smoking may be less than that of smoking.
The rational justification of the Stackelberg heuristic depends on whether evidential decision theory is validly applicable, because it is clear that evidential expected utility is maximized by choosing heads in Figure 2 , or by choosing the blue marble in Figure 3 , and more generally of choosing the Stackelberg strategy in any Stackelberg-soluble game, assuming only that the co-player is expected to anticipate whatever strategy is chosen and to respond with a best reply. But evidential decision theory has been criticized by protagonists of causal decision theory (Gibbard and Harper 1978; Harper 1988; Lewis 1981; Skyrms 1982) who have maintained that the conditional probabilities in Equation 2 are inappropriate when there is no causal influence of the acts Ai on the outcomes Sj. In the Stackelberg heuristic, there is no suggestion that a player's choice of a strategy causes the co-player to choose the best reply to it, although the choices are assumed to be perfectly correlated. Evidential decision theory has had its defenders (e.g. Bar-Hillel and Margalit 1972, 1985; Eells 1985) in situations of this type, which include Newcomb's problem, and some authorities have argued that both evidential and causal expected utilities are rationally defensible (e.g. Nozick 1993 ). The debate is hopelessly deadlocked, and all that can be concluded in this article is that the Stackelberg heuristic is rationally justifiable if evidential decision theory is validly applicable and the extension of the transparency of reason assumption to include extra-logical reasoning is accepted as valid.
There is experimental evidence that human decision makers use evidential reasoning in some circumstances at least (Colman and Stirk in press; Quattrone and Tversky 1984) . Furthermore, in Die protestantatische Ethik und der 'Geist' des Kapitalismus (The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism), Max Weber (1904) argued that the Reformation produced a change in the behaviour of both workers and entrepreneurs in spite of the Calvinist doctrine of predestination, a corollary of God's supposed omnipotence, according to which those who are to be saved have been chosen by God atthe beginning oftime, and nothing that one can do will lead to salvation unless one has been chosen. Although once cannot increase the chances of salvation by good works, one can produce the evidence of having been chosen by engaging in acts of piety, devotion to duty, hard work, and self-denial, and according to Weber, this is exactly how millions of people responded to the Calvinist doctrine and why capitalism developed more quickly in Protestant than Catholic countries. If Weber's interpretation is right, and it is widely accepted in sociology, then it follows that evidential reasoning is not uncommon among ordinary people. This provides further indirect evidence that the Stackelberg heuristic may appeal to human decision makers, whether or not it is rationally justified.
The Stackelberg heuristic may therefore be described as conditionally justified, and this article may therefore be said to provide a qualified solution to the problem of coordination, contingent on the extension of the transparency of deliberation and the rational justifiability of evidential decision theory. If evidential decision theory and therefore the Stackelberg heuristic are not rationally justifiable, then this article provides no justification for focusing in pure coordination games and no solution to the problem of coordination; but it none the less offers a psychological explanation for the Stackelberg heuristic in general and for focusing in pure coordination games in particular. For it is quite clear that salient Nash equilibria are intuitively obvious choices in such games and that human decision makers do, In practice, choose them, and both of these phenomena need to be explained.
